A prominent issue in cognitive neuroscience is whether language function is instantiated in the brain as a single undifferentiated process, or whether regions of relative specialisation can be demonstrated. The contrast between regular and irregular English verb inflection has been pivotal to this debate. Behavioural dissociations related to different lesion sites in brain-damaged patients suggest that processing regular and irregular past tenses involves different neural systems. Using event-related fMRI in a group of unimpaired young adults, we contrast processing of spoken regular and irregular past tense forms in a same-different judgement task, shown in earlier research with patients to engage left hemisphere language systems. An extensive fronto-temporal network, linking anterior cingulate (ACC), left inferior frontal cortex (LIFC) and bilateral superior temporal gyrus (STG), was preferentially activated for regularly inflected forms. Access to meaning from speech is supported by temporal cortex, but additional processing is required for forms that end in regular inflections, which differentially engage LIFC processes that support morpho-phonological segmentation and grammatical analysis.
Introduction
A key issue in cognitive neuroscience is the functional and neural architecture of the systems underlying human language, and whether the organisation of these systems should be characterised in terms of a uniform computational and neural process, or whether multiple and distinct underlying mechanisms are involved (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1997; McClelland & Patterson, 2002; Pinker & Ullman, 2002) . A particular empirical focus for this issue has been the regular and irregular forms of the English past tense, which contrast sharply in the demands that they make on processes of language learning, comprehension and production. The regular past tense, formed by adding the regular affix /-d/ to the verb * Corresponding author: Tel.: +44 1223 766457; fax: +44 1223 766452.
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stem (as in jump-jumped; agree-agreed) , is the classic example of a predictable, rule-like process. The irregular past tense, applying to a closed set of about 160 English verbs, represents the converse case of an unpredictable and idiosyncratic process (as in think-thought; make-made), requiring rote learning of each member of the set. The critical scientific issue raised by these contrasts is whether performance on regular and irregular forms can be accommodated within a single uniform system, as proposed by various connectionist accounts (Joanisse & Seidenberg, 1999; McClelland & Patterson, 2002) or whether separate and specialised processes are required to handle the regular past tense (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1997 ,1998 Pinker, 1991 Pinker, ,1999 . This debate has taken a strongly neuropsychological turn over the past five years, with several results (Miozzo, 2003; Tyler et al., 2002a; Ullman et al., 1997) 
